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Research questions in PAGE &
Requirements
Entrainment in feedback expressions:
► type/frequency, prosody of backchannels
► verbal vs gestural modalities
also
► turn-taking (incl. turn-transition cues)
 Annotation

scheme: basic set of pragmatic
categories in backchannels + turn transitions
also which linguistic forms to be annotated
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Verbal feedback expressions
► Broad

definition: “Utterances which give discoursestructuring feedback” to the listener (Jurafsky et al.
1998)
► Feedbacks, backchannels, acknowledgements…
► A large number of different pragmatic functions, also
depending on communicative contexts
► Polarity: positive/negative
► Different forms: lexical/non-lexical, single or multiword, phrases, utterances (repetitions, rephrasing,
etc…)
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Basic pragmatic functions in taskoriented dialogues (like in PAGE)
► Grounding
► Regulation

of turn-taking
► Agreement/alignment
► Possibly

also conveyed by visual cues
(e.g. head movements/gaze direction)
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Basic acknowledgement functions in
PAGE dialogues
► Passive

Recipiency (“continuers”): “I’m
attending/understanding you and I don’t take the
turn”  ACK-PR
EXAMPLE (from one of the Italian “tangram” pilot sessions):
S1: ci sono due triangoli [there are two triangles]
S2: sì [yes]  ACK-PR
S1: separati<ii> rispetto ad un trapezio che è posto<oo> più in
sotto [separated <er> with respect to a trapezium which is located
<eer> further down]
S2: sì [yes]  ACK-PR
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Basic acknowledgement functions in
PAGE dialogues
► Incipient

Speakership (“non-continuers”): “I’m
attending/understanding you and now I take the
turn”  ACK-IS

EXAMPLE (from one of the Italian “tangram” pilot sessions):
S1: con il vertice dell’ipotenusa verso l’esterno a sinistra [with

the hypotenuse vertex towards outside on the left]
S2: okay | però non hai una forma indefinita [okay | but you
don’t have a vague shape]
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Basic acknowledgement functions in
PAGE dialogues
► agreement,

alignment, accept.  ACK

EXAMPLES (from the Italian “tangram” pilot sessions):
S1: credo che sia la stessa [I think it’s the same]
S2: okay
S1: okay è la stessa [okay it’s the same]
S1: mi sa che non abbiamo la stessa figura perché sono otto a me [I think we
don’t have the same figure as mine are eight]
S2: okay
S1: okay
(also end of “game round”)

S1: composta da tre figure? [made of three figures?]
S2: esatto [exactly]
S1: okay
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Linguistic forms
► Lexical/non-lexical

one-word expressions:
yes, mm, uh-uh, okay, perfect, alright, etc…
Dutch? Maltese? Papuan languages? Specific
expressions in varieties of English?
Nonverbal  Head movements, gaze direction,
facial expressions…
Language- and culture-specific forms?
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Turn-taking & Entrainment
► Turn-holding

vs turn-yielding cues (Gravano &

Hirschberg 2011)

► “Backchannel-inviting”

cues (Gravano &

Hirschberg 2009, 2011; Levitan et al. 2011)

► Linguistic/visual

cue types optional and
speaker-dependent
 Do speakers adapt these strategies to each
other during interaction, and how?
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Turn taking & Entrainment
(coordination)
► Overlappings

& interruptions: do they
decrease as interaction goes on?
► Smooth turn changes: do they increase as
interaction goes on?

(Nenkova et al. 2008, Gravano and Hirschberg 2011, Levitan et
al. 2011)
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Turns and T-transitions Annotation
► Transition

Relevant Places (TRP) = possible
completion points of Turn Constructional Units
(Sacks et al. 1974)  either HOLD or CHANGE
► IPU (Inter Pausal Unit) = operational definition of
TCU:
 Koiso et al 1998, Caspers 2003 = S’s speech bounded
by pauses >100ms (>50 ms in Gravano & Hirschberg
2011)
► Turns:

maximal sequence of IPUs from one single

speaker
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T-transition types (reproduced from Caspers, 2003)
“CHANGE” transition types
OR

CHANGE

SIMULTAN. START

“HOLD” transition types
HOLD

OR
BACKCHANNEL

INTERRUPTION

Speaker1

Speaker2
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Praat annotation (Italian example slide 6)
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